
3.1. Discuss and illustrate Planck’s blackbody radiation law and laws that can be derived from the 

former. What are key insights from these laws? 

A blackbody is defined as an ideal material that absorbs all of the incident radiation, reflecting none. 

This would increase the temperature if no energy were emitted; therefore a perfect absorber is also 

a perfect emitter. 

The blackbody radiation spectrum is given by Planck’s radiation law; he assumed that the emitted 

radiation occurs only in discrete energy quanta. The concept of a black body radiator is of 

fundamental importance to an understanding of the thermal emmison of real materials because its 

emission-spectrum represents a reference. A blackbody emits and absorbs photons at the same rate, 

stays in thermodynamic equilibrium. 

Planck’s blackbody radiation law: 
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Only two variables: f and T. A family of curves of Lf as a function of frequency can be shown in a 

figure. Two features can be observed: (1) as the temperature is increased, the overall level of the 

spectral brightness curve increases, and (2) the frequency at which Lf is maximum increases with T. 

The law can be transformed in dependency of wavelength: 
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Stefan-Boltzmann-Law: The total brightness of a blackbody at a temperature T is the integral of Lf 

over all frequencies. By substituting into Planck’s radiation law the total brightness can be written as: 

  
   

 
 Were sigma is the so called Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.673*10^-8 W/m²K^4sr). One can 

see that the total brightness of a blackbody increases as the fourth power of its temperature T. 

Wien Displacement Law: As mentioned before, the frequency fm at which the maximum radiation 

occurs increases as the temperature increases. This frequency can be obtained from equation for 

spectral brightness (where derivate = 0); this gives the connection fm = 5.87*10^10 *T [Hz]  

connection frequency of maximum radiation and temperature; for spectral brightness per unit 

wavelength m*T = 2.879*10^-3 [mK] 

Wien Radiation Law: is an approximation to Planck’s law for high frequencies hf/kT>>1  
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Rayleigh-Jeans-Law: counterpart to Wien-Law; approximation for low frequencies hf/kT<<1; 

   
   

  
 is very useful in the microwave region; it is mathematically simpler and its fractional 

deviation from Planck’s expression is less than 1 percent, if f/T<3.9*10^8[HzK] or T>0.77mK. For a 

blackbody at a room temperature of 300 K this inequalities will hold if f <117GHz, which covers the 

entire radio region and most of the usable part of the microwave spectrum. 

Lf Spectral brightness [W/sr*m*Hz] 

h Planck’s constant 

f frequency in Hz 

k 1.38*10^-23 J/K 

T Absolute Temperature in K 

c Velocity of light 



3.2. Discuss artificial sources of radiation 

Artificially produced electromagnetic waves are generated by transformation of energy from other 

forms, such as kinetic, chemical, thermal, electrical, magnetic or nuclear. In all cases these forms of 

energy cause the movement of electrical charges, which is the fundamental initiator of all 

electromagnetic fields. In case of artificially produces waves, one must have some way of controlling 

this transformation of energy. 

The simplest case is referred to as dipole antenna; simply a conducting rod that has an alternating 

current sent through it (oscillating back and forth). 

Lasers (“light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation”) use the excitation of electrons in 

molecules and atoms to enforce a very selective emission of radiation with very narrow bandwidth 

electromagnetic radiation that is consequently coherent; light over a range of visible and infrared 

frequencies.  exciting electrons in atomic energy levels 

Maser (“microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation”) is equivalent for microwaves. 

 exciting different levels of rotational energy in a molecule, when the molecule drops back to the 

original level it radiates the excited energy as an electromagnetic wave (microwave). 

Electron tubes use the motion of high speed electrons in specially designed structures to generate a 

variable electric/magnetic field, which is then guided by hollow metal tubes(waveguides) to the 

radiating structure (antenna). The magnetron is such a device; utilizing a magnetic field to force 

electrons to rotate (equ. accelerate), resulting in the generation of an em-field in the microwave 

region. 

  



3.3. How can microwaves be detected? Please provide some general considerations. 

Of principal interest is the average intensity (energy) of the radiation at a predetermined frequency. 

However it may also be of interest to measure other properties of the radiation such as polarization 

and phase. Two main topics: Collect the radiation; measure and quantify the properties of the 

collected radiation. 

Microwave systems consist of two basic elements: (1) an antenna, which collects incoming radiation 

primarily from a narrow range of look angles; (2) a receiver, which will amplify and detect the 

collected radiation within a specified range of frequencies; (3) data handling system, which processes 

the data; mainly for simple systems; for elaborate instruments this part is carried out; 

(4) for active systems: a pulse generator and a transmitter (could also be the same as receiving 

antenna) 

The detection of electromagnetic radiation involves the inverse process from their generation; one 

want to measure a movement of electric charge q that is included by the electromagnetic wave due 

to the electric force Fe exerted by the electric field vector E. 

A detector will provide the raw unit of measurement as an electrical signal (usually voltage V) the 

relationship between this voltage and the incoming signal is determined by the specific detector type 

(“square law detectors”) 

  



3.4. In microwave remote sensing it is more appropriate to use the audio metaphor rather than 

visual metaphors. Why? Discuss some analogous features of microwave sensors to the ear. 

Visual metaphors dominate the wider remote sensing literature, especially for visible and infrared 

methods. As an alternative (for microwave systems) one can use the audio metaphor, which gives 

some of the analogous features of microwave systems to the ear and how humans detect and 

analyze sound. 

In a general way, the individual components of the ear perform analogous functions to each of the 

steps within a microwave radiometer system or the receiving part of an active system. 

The outer ear is essentially an acoustic antenna, collecting the sound energy and providing some kind 

of directivity. Since the wavelength of sound is about six orders of magnitude greater than of light, an 

acoustical focusing mechanism with similar resolving power to the eye would require ears, that were 

about 1 kilometer across. Remote sensing systems have the same problem – the wavelength 

commonly used for radar imaging range from 1mm to 1m (P-band). This is the ultimate challenge in 

microwave remote sensing: achieving the kinds of resolving power that is standard for optical 

sensors, but using technologies that are appropriate for the longer wavelengths. 

There are two principle differences between visual and auditory sensing. The first is that vision 

measures intensity (energy) as a function of direction, or look angle, to great precion, wheras hearing 

is far superior at mapping intensity as a function of frequency and time; the second is that sound is a 

coherent wave phenomena. 

The great value of using audio analogies is that it introduces some of the more difficult concepts of 

microwave remote sensing within a context with which we are all familiar from everyday live. 

  



3.5. Describe the Heterodyne Receiver. 

A practicable detector system has to be able to amplify the signal, measure only those signaly that lie 

within a narrow bandwidth and be able to minimize the effect of noise. For coherent systems it is 

also a requirement to measure the phase of the wave and not simply the average intensity. 

The historic problem with microwave receivers is that signals at microwave frequencies are very 

difficult to deal with directly – low noise amplifiers and effective filters are not easy to build for 

microwaves; however they are much easier to build for lower frequency signals. Many microwave 

detectors employ a heterodyne receiver system whereby the received signal is not directly amplified 

or detected, but is converted to a different, and usually lower frequency (the intermediate frequency 

IF); this can be handled more effectively. 

The down conversion is carried out by a mixer, in which the RF signal is combined with a constant-

frequency signal, generated by the local oscillator(LO). 
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The output signal is passed through a filter to remove the unwanted high-frequency signal. The low-

frequency is controlled using an appropriate frequency for LO – conveniently proportional to the 

power of the original RF signal. 

After down-conversion, amplification and filtering, the signal can be detected by some electrical 

component (diode) which is designed to convert microwave energy into an electrical signal. 

  



3.6. Discuss at least four different antenna types (graphics & text) 

Antenna may be defined as the region of transition between an electromagnetic wave propagating in 

free space and a guided wave propagating in a transmission line, or vice versa. It acts as a coupler 

between the two media, performing the same function that a lens does in optical sensors. 

Dipole antenna forms the most basic microwave transmitting and receiving device. In the case of a 

current oscillating back and forth down a wire, we would generate electromagnetic radiation in 

proportion to the frequency of oscillation. Dipole antennas can only transmit and receive em waves 

that are polarized in the direction of the axis of the dipole. This is useful for a number of applications. 

However in a remote sensing context the directionality of a dipole antenna is not sufficient. 

A parabolic antenna is a reflecting device that focusses the incident energy from localized directions 

onto the detector (or into waveguides which carry the signal to a detector). The reflector is a curved 

surface made of a material that is highly reflective at the relevant frequencies. 

An array antenna has a number of microwave transmitters (and/or receivers) arranged across a 

panel. In so called “phased array” antennas these transmitters are electronic elements that can each 

transmit microwaves of a specified frequency with a well determined phase. The ability to specify the 

phase (and amplitude) of each individual transmitter allows control over the direction of the peak in 

the antenna sensitivity pattern.  

Waveguides are the microwave equivalent of fibre optics, being narrow metal pipes of rectangular 

cross-section that allow channeling and control of microwaves. This means that for transmission it is 

only necessary to have one central source that produces microwaves that are directed by a number 

of different waveguides to the antenna array. In this case the microwaves leaving the array will be 

coherent. 

  



5.1. Discuss the reflection and transmission of waves at a plane interface. 

Radiation is travelling in medium 1 towards the boundary with medium 2, and makes an angle theta 

with the normal to the boundary – incidence angle. In general some of the radiation will be reflected 

back into medium 1, again at an angle of theta on the opposite site of the normal; some radiation will 

be refracted across the boundary. 

The reflection coefficient is defined as the electric field amplitude of the reflected radiation, 

expressed as a fraction of the electric field amplitude of the incident radiation; same for transmission 

coefficient. The values depend on the polarization of the incident radiation; each coefficient is 

specified for two orthogonal polarisations.  

   
   
   

        
   

   
       

For the determination of the coefficients a simplified case of perpendicular incidence (theta = 0) is 

regarded. The electric and magnetic field strengths are conserved when crossing the boundary. 

These boundary conditions are derived from Maxwell’s equations and yield to  

   
     
     

        
   

     
       

As Media 1 and 2 are homogenous and isotropic except the boundary, the intensity can be 

represented by I = 1/2EH and reflectivity and transmissivity can be computed accordingly for E and H. 

If the wave does not arrive perpendicular at the boundary (theta is not 0), one has to distinguish 

between the different polarization components of the electric field vector. If the media 2 losses, also 

the permittivities become complex    ̇    ̈ and so do the indices of refraction. With the 

simplification that medium 1 is vacuum (valid for air with good approximation n1 = 1) and medium 2 

is a lossy dielectric with      √  ̇     ̈ ,the complete equations for the reflectivities of the 

most general case of a plane interface are due to Fresnel. (Fresnel equations siehe Skript S103) 

Assuming both media lossless  ̈    and the Fresnel equations simplify to 
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5.2. What is the Brewster angle (Illustration and text)? 

Assuming both media lossless  ̈    and the Fresnel equations simplify to 
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This formulation is a reasonable approximation for many flat boundaries of real materials. One can 

show that the numerator of rIv vanishes at one specific incidence angle B fulfilling the relation 

tanB = n 

This angle is called Brewster angle. Vertically polarized radiation impinging on a flat surface at the 

Brewster angle completely penetrates into the medium; in other terms, unpolarized radiation 

incident under this angle is partly reflected and this reflected radiation is horizontally polarised. 

Figure 5-3 siehe Script S104 

Figure is a presentation of the amplitude reflection coefficient as a function of the incidence angle on 

a water surface. 

  



5.3. Discuss the polarization of media. What happens on a microscopic scale? What are the four 

main mechanisms? What is their frequency dependency? 

The ability of a condensed matter to become polarized by the presence of an electric field is the basis 

of the dielectric properties of these materials; the index of refraction is determined by the 

polarisability of the medium. At macroscopic scale the polarization of a medium is described by 

P=0E==(r-1)0E  

This is caused microscopically by the displacement of charge carriers, which are contained in the 

material; various mechanisms cause this displacement, performed at different manner and time 

scales. There are four main mechanisms: 

If an external electric field is applied to a media, the electrons of each atom are slightly displaced 

with respect to the nuclei. The result is an induced dipole moment, which contributes to the 

electronic polarization of the material. As electrons are very light, they can follow an alternating 

electric field almost independent from temperature up to frequencies of about 10^15 Hz. 

Different atoms form molecules, that share their electrons not symmetrically, they act like ions. An 

external field will cause a relative displacement of ions of opposite signs inducing another dipole 

moment. This is called atomic or ionic polarization up to 10^13 Hz. 

Asymmetric charge distribution between dissimilar atomic partners in a molecule gives raise to a 

permanent dipole moment. Such dipoles experience a torque in an applkied field, which tends to 

orient them into the field direction. This is called orientational or dipole polarization. It is 

temperature-dependent and its reaction to alternating fields is much slower 10^11 Hz.  

Carriers can migrate for some distance in the structure of solids and liquids, and do this in a preferred 

direction, when a field is applied. If such carriers are impeded in their motion macroscopic space 

charges and field distortions result; indistinguishable from changes in the capacitance (changes in the 

permittivity. This is the space or interfractional polarization. Plays a role only at low frequencies 

below 10^6 Hz. 

 

In an oscillating field the charge carriers will never be quite in phase with the applied field. The 

polarization mechanisms contribute to the total polarization of a medium only below their respective 

characteristic frequencies. At low frequencies all polarization mechanisms may occur together. 

  



5.4. Discuss the dielectric properties of water. 

Water molecules are constructed in a way, that the distribution of electric charges is asymmetric. The 

center of the negative charge distribution is near the oxygen atom whereas the center of the positive 

charge distribution lies at a point midway along the line joining the hydrogen atoms. As a result liquid 

water shows oriental polarization. This is the fundamental reason why water plays such an important 

role in the interpretation of microwave measurements. 

Above the so called relaxation frequency, the water dipoles cannot follow the oscillations of the 

applied electric field any longer and thus r decreases. At the relaxation frequency the molecules 

behave like harmonic oscillators at the resonant frequency and absorption is highest. The dielectric 

constant of pure water obeys the relaxation spectrum of Debye type, whisch is given by a three 

parameter expression 

     ̇     ̈     
     
       

 

F is the frequency, f0 is the relaxation frequency,    is the static dielectric constant and    is the 

dielectric constant in the high frequency limit. The parameters are temperature dependent. 

The salinity of water has an impact on the absorption and hence penetration depth of microwaves; 

depth is generally very small, C-band about 2mm. 

  



5.5. Discuss the dielectric properties of soil and vegetation. 

Soil consists of three phases: (1) a solid phase made up of mineral and organic matter, (2) a liquid 

phase consisting of soil water, (3) and a gaseous phase. 

For explaining the dielectric behavior of wet soil the soil water is usually divided into two fractions 

according to the forces that are acting on the water molecules. The water molecules contained in the 

first molecular layers surrounding the soil particles are tightly held due to osmotic forces. The 

fraction is referred to as bound water and exhibits a dielectric dispersion spectrum that is very 

different from that of free water. The dielectric properties of bound water are not known 

quantitatively, but it is apparent that with an increasing fraction of bound water   ̇ decreases. 

Therefore r depends on the textural composition of the soil which determines the specific surface 

area of the soil particles; refers to the size range of particles in the soil. There are several different 

classification systems in use; the Us Department of Agriculture defines clay(<2µm), slit(2-50µm) and 

sand(50-2000µm). 

The volumetric soil moisture content W is defined as W = Vw/Vt; where Vw is the volume of water 

and Vt the total volume of the soil body. 

When soil temperature drops below 0°C the dielectric constant decreases strongly because when 

water freezes polarisation by orientation is no longer possible. The dielectric properties of frozen soil 

are similar to dry soil. 

Oven-dried samples of various types of vegetation material show that the real part of the dielectric 

constant is generally between 1.5 and 2 and the imaginary part is below 0.1  the dielectric constant 

increases strongly with the water content. 

  



7.1. What is the relationship between the emissivity and the reflectivity? 

Real materials emit less than a blackbody does and do not necessarily absorb all enery incident upon 

them;  grey bodies. A blackbody equivalent radiometric temperature is definded so that L can 

assume a form similar to Planck’s law  called brightness temperature. 

The brightness L of the material relative to that of a blackbody aat the same temperature is defined 

as emissivity  
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For a blackbody: ebb = abb = 1 

To determine the relationship between the absorptivity a and the emissivity e of a grey body, the 

idealized experiment with two halves of a hollow ball in same temperature T is considered. It is 

shown that for a gray body a=e counts. This is known as Kirchhoff’s law which states that the ratio of 

emissivity and absorptivity of any material is constant and equal to unity for any given temperature. 

In other words, a material absorbs and radiates energy at the same rate in thermodynamic 

equilibrium with its environment. 

A practical consequence is that for an opaque (non-transparent) medium the emissivity can be used 

to define the reflectivity by r+a=1  r = 1-e 

Since the earth surface is an opaque medium in remote sensing problems, this equation establishes a 

basic link between passive and active microwave remote sensing problemes. 

  



7.2. What are the most important parameter affecting the emission from bare soil surfaces? 

What is the response of the brightness temperature to changes of these? 

“normalized antenna temperature” is defined as the antenna temperature measured by the 

radiometer divided by the physical temperature of the soil surface. The normalized antenna 

temperature is approximately equal to the emissivity e of the surface as the brightness temperature 

divided by the physical temperature. 

(1) Surface roughness and (2) soil moisture content 

An increasing surface roughness (characterized by the rms height) results in a corresponding increase 

in the overall level of the horizontally polarized and vertically polarized emissivity curves (over 

incidence angle). 

Since the reflectivity of a surface increases with increasing soil moisture content, the emissivity, 

being equal to 1 minus the reflectivity decreases with increasing moisture content. This strong 

sensitivity of the microwave emissivity to soil moisture content is indicative of the potential of 

microwave radiometers for remotely monitoring soil moisture variations from aircraft and spacecraft 

platforms. However, other factors, such as the effects of surface roughness and vegetation cover on 

the microwave emission from soils, also must be considered. 

  



7.3. Which signals (sources) are observed by a spaceborne radiometer? 

The Earth’s atmosphere is not entirely transparent in the microwave region of the electromagnetic 

spectrum. This means that the brightness temperature recorded at a spaceborne sensor does not 

correspond to the quantity eTs, where e is the emissivity and Ts the physical temperature of the 

Earth’s surface. The measured brightness temperature ca be considered to have four components: 

(1) The emitted component eTs, which is reduced by the atmospheric attenuation as it 

propagates upwards to the detector 

(2) Upwelling atmospheric emission 

(3) Downwelling atmospheric radiation that has been reflected from the surface and is of course 

also attenuated on its upward journey through the atmosphere 

(4) A contribution due to the cosmic background 

It is necessary to correct for the components (2) to (4) if the first component is to be retrieved from 

the measured brightness temperature 

  



2 – Electromagnetic Waves 

 

1) What is polarisation? How is it defined in remote sensing? What is a linear and a circular 

polarisation? 

 

Since EM-Waves are transersal waves the dircetion of propagation alone is not sufficient to discribe 

them. The E and H field are always perpendicular to each other; as well as perpendicular towards the 

direction of propagation. However there are indefinite possibillities for the E and H field. 

By definition, the direction of the E-Field is chosen to set the direction of the polarisation 

A wave in which the electric field oscillates only in one specific direction is called linearly polarized. 

Circular polarization means that the field-vector rotates during the wave-propagation with constant 

amplitude. This happens because the x- and y-components are exactly pi/2 out of phase, and 

therefore the wave-vector spirals along the direction of propagation as shown in the picture aside. 

In microwave remote sensing two additional terms are common, namely horizontal polarization 

(meaning that the electric field is parallel to the earth's surface), and vertical polarization (meaning 

that the electric field has a component perpendicular to the earth's surface). 

 

2) What is the definition and meaning of cherence? 

 

Coherence can be thought of as a measure of predictability – the higher the coherence of two 

waves, the easier it is to predict the properties of one of those waves given the knowledge of the 

other. 

The condition for coherent waves are: Two waves must have the same (identical) frequencies, or in 

other words that their phase-difference remain constant over time. 

Mathematically the coherence of two waves can be described by evaluating their cross-correlation-

function. 

 

3) Can the phase be used as arelative distance measurement? If yes, explain how. 

 

The phase is a measure for the current state of the oscillation-cycle of the wave. If the initial phase of 

the emitted wave and the number of full-wavelengths is known, it can be used for measuring 

distances. If the number of full-wavelengths is unknown it can only be used as a relative distance 

measuring tool. However it is very important, that the distance between the two detectors is smaller 

than the emitted wavelength. 



 

4) Discuss and illustrate the interference of two sources. What are the conditions for constructive and 

destructive interference in the far field? 

 

When two or more waves traverse the same space at the same time, the total amplitude at each 

point (and time) is given by the sum of the individual amplitudes. 

If the waves combine to form a wave with higher amplitude, one speaks of constructive 

interference, a combination of waves which result in a wave with lower amplitude is caled 

destructive interference. 

If two waves are combined an emerged pattern of peaks (highs) and troughs (lows) which is 

stationary in time, can be seen. 

In the far-field, where no attention has to be paid to the curvature of the wavefronts and the waves 

can be seen as plane waves over a small region, such as the measuring instrument. This can be 

determined by the Fraunhofer-Criterion and is dependent on the desired accuracy of the 

approximation. The region of interest must be much smaller than the distance from the sources. 

Conditions for constructive interference are that the phases of two waves are equal at a certain point 

(delta phi = 0). For destructive interference the both waves have to out of phase (delta Phi = Pi) 

 

The Phase-Difference is a function of the wavelength, the distance between the two sources and the 

incidance angle and can be calculated by: 
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A phase-defference of an integer multiple of 2Pi gives constructive interference and an odd integer 

multiple of Pi gives destructive interference. 

 

     (     )          → constructive interference 
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       → destructive interference 

 

 

5) Discuss interference patterns for the passive case with two receivers. Why is this example 

important for mammals (incl. Humans)? Duscuss the monochromatic case and the use of frequencies 

over a wide band. 



 

The interference phenomen of the active case can analogous be described in the passive case. Out of 

a signal received by two detectors an interference pattern can be seen. The phase-information can 

be  used to get information about the direction of the source. 

The total phase-differences between two sources would be enough to determine the direction. 

However, it is not known if it is more than 2*Pi. So no clear statement about the direction can be 

made, only possible solutions can be calculated. 

To overcome this problem one can consider only those signals which maintain a specific phase-

difference. 

Mammals (incl. Humans) do so with hearing. The distance between their two ears (receivers) is 

shorter than mos sound waves (17m -17cm) and therefore the measured phase-differences are 

always total phase-differences and the direction of the incoming signal can be determined. 

However some signals have higher frequencies. To overcome this problem the fact that most sound-

sources cover many different wavelengths can help. 

 

 

6) What is the uncertainty principle of communication? How is it derived? What are its implications 

for earth observation? 
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4 – Microwave Sensors 

 

1) Discuss the spatial resolution of altimeters 

 

Altimeters determine the height (distance over ground) by measuring the two-way-travel-time from 

the satellite to the surface and back. 

The scattering zone of the signal with the ground is a circle (as the emittad signal comes along a 

sperical wave). However, on the edges the traveled distance is longer until the intersection with the 

ground (see pic. 4.8). 

 



If Altimeter use Chirp technique: 

Chirp technique is a combination of pulse and frequency modulation. This happens by sweeping the 

signal over a small range of frquencies so even though the overlapping returnsignal can be used for 

more detailed information. And the accuracy can be increased by distinguishing in time much shorter 

than the pulse duration. This can be achieved by spectral filtering and is also done by bats (compare 

it to listining to an orchestra and noticing different instruments). This is called range compression. 

 

2) Discuss and illustrate three different measurement principles for range discrimination. 

 

 

 

3) Discribe and illustrate the measurement principle of real-aperture side-looking pulse-radars. What 

is their spatial resolution in azimuth and range directions? Also discuss image distortions due to 

topographic features. 

 

In RS most radars are side-looking. The antenna points to the side with abeam that is wide vertically 

and narrow horizontally. The basic principle is the time-delay of the two-way-travel time which 

provides the distance between emitter and receiver. 

RAR uses short pulses to achieve range resolution. 

The principle gometry is shown in Fig. 4.10 

The pixel size is determined by the horizontal antenna beamwidth and the pulse-duration, as well as  

it is distance-dependent, since the slant range increases with height. 

RAR images usually have different kinds of distorions which are either geometrically or 

topographically based. The simplest one is „slant-range distortion“ (see fig. 4.11 on the left), but can 

be corrected easily. 

Since the Earth's surface is in general not flat, further geometric distortions occur as a result of the 

imaging method. These phenomena are called layover and shadowing. Layover arises from the fact 

that the pulse-delay time is used to determine the across-track coordinate of the scatterer. The pulse 

delay of a higher point delivers a shorter puls delay and will be received earlier and as result seen on 

a different location than supposed to. Layover-distortions can be corrected if the surface-topography 

is known. The result is that mountains tend to lean towards the radar. Also, the area before the the 

higher point will receive more scatterers per unit area and as a result appear brighter (highlighting). 

Another problem is the shadowing, which appears when e.g. at high peaks with steep slopes. If the 

slope is steeper than the incidence angle there are areas which cannot be illuminated by the radar 

beam. Radar shadows are completely dark. 

See Fig. 4.11 



 

4) Discuss the three means of achieving sub-beamwidth resolution based on the example of the Venus 

imaging experiment. 

 

Because of the far distances in planetary surface imaging the emitted beams, which are relatively 

narrow, still illuminate the entire visible disc of a planet (e.g. Venus). To distinguish more detailed 

features on the surface other methods are neccesarry.  

The echo coming back from Venus an be broken up into components as a function of time – i.e. into 

rang bins. A specific echo of a time-period will consist of all the reflections  of a equidistant area. 

Using the fact that the planet rotates around its axis of rotation the frequency of the returning signal 

is changing due to the doppler shift. There are parts with higher frequencies (moving towards the 

sensor) and parts with lower frequencies (moving away from the sensor). The line from pole-to-pole 

facing the earth has no rotational velocity component and as a result the signal frequency from there 

stays the same. 

Time slots with same frequencies are called time-delay/Doppler-shift boxes. If they are small enough, 

a picture of the scattering properties of the planet surface can be built. However, there is still a 

problem with distinguishing between northern and southern parts, as they all have the same 

rotational velocity. One method to overcome this problem is to use a second receiving antenna and 

measure phase differences (different path-lengths). 

 

5) Describe how SARs achieve a high resolution in azimuth. Discuss two alternative explanations. 

 

The synthetic aperture technique is based on the fact that a target stays in the beam for a significant 

amount of time, and is observed by the radar from numerous locations along the satellite-path. By 

combining the signals over many footprints, it is possible to synthesize a large antenna. 

The azimuthal spatial resolution is equal to half the length of the antenna and does not depend on 

the distance from the instrument to the sensor! It even improves as the physical antenna gets 

smaller (if the antenna gets smaller, the beamwidth gets larger, resulting in a larger Doppler-

bandwidth since in a wide beam, a target goes through a much larger range of relative velocities). 

 

Geometric explanation: 

See Fig. 4.19. 

As the platform travels further during emitting and receiving signals, the waves also change their 

phases due to different ranges. As a result it is a key feature of SAR to transmit coherent pulses 

which all have the same initial amplitude and phase. 

 



SAR Focusing: 

In order to get a high resolution, all relevant echoes for each sampling-point have to be processed 

with their individual phase-shifts in order to focus exactly on the chosen point: „focussed SAR“. 

For lower resolutions it is accepted to simplify the processing and neglect the phase-shifts and 

directly add up the received echoes. 

 

 

6 – Physical Mechanisms for Scattering 

 

1) What is the radar equation? Describe the physical process and discuss the main steps in its 

derivations. 

 

The fundamental relation between the characteristics of the radar, the target and the received signal 

is called the radar equation. It's goal is to find the relationship between the received power Pr and 

the transmitteted power Pt. 

To determine this equation several aspects have to be taken into account.One are the antenna-

charactereistics, as they do not radiate uniformly and usually have directive gain. Further, just 

following the geometry there will always be some loss of power, so the total power will be received 

at the so called effective area As, which however is not equally illuminated as some power will be 

absorbed and some scattered. So the total power radiated by the target is a function of the effective 

area, depending on the transmitted power and the geometry, and an attenuation term. (6.7) 

The scatterer can be viewed as atransmitting antenna operated at a power Pst. Since it's individual 

properties are rather difficult to determine and not the goal of determination they are combined and 

modelated within the so called radar cross section (6.10). It is a function of both the angle to the 

transmiter and the receiver, as well as of the shape of the scatterer and its dielectric properties. 

Further the final form of the radar equation is given by. 6.11. 

For more detail, the radar cross section is a measure of the electromagnetic energy intercepted and 

re-radiated at the same wavelength by an object. It is a complex combination of multiple factores: 

size, shape, material, edges, wavelength and polarization. 

In principal, if one knows the shape and the dielectric properties of an object, the radar cross section 

can be determined by solving Maxwell's equations and calculating the electric field Es scattered by 

the object. However for most complex objects (such as airplanes) it is usually derived by a 

combination of measurements and comparisons. 

 

2) What is the backscattering coefficient and how is it typically represented? 



 

Within the context of remote sensing radar, the target to be studied is usually an area. Further that 

means that no single scatterer dominates. As a result the backscattering coefficients can be used as 

direct generlaizations of the radar cross section (6.19) 

Depending on the choice of the area-increment, different backscattering-coefficients can be defined 

(fig. 6.4). 

 

 Sigma0 is defined with respect to the actually illuminated area. 

 Gamma0 is defined with respect to the area perpendicular to the direction of the incident 
beam. 

 Beta0 is defined with respect to the slant-range area („radar-brightness“) 
 

The relation between thos parameters is given by (6.21) 
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All backscattering-coefficients are unitless quantities and generally expressed in logarithmic-scales 

(i.e. dB). 

 

3) What is the physical reason behind speckle? Discuss speckle statistics for different represntations 

of SAR data. 

 

Speckle is a noise-like behaviour of radar-measurements. It is encountered in images as a grainy 

appearance which can only be explained by the fact that the received signal is actually composed of a 

coherent superposition of numerous individual signals. 

As it is repeatable (und the exact same circumstances) it is not considererd as noise. However it is 

still unpredictable since it evolves from uncontrolled radiometric variations of the contributing 

scatterers. 

To understand it better, the received intensity has to be seen as the result of coherent superposition 

of numerous elementary-scatterer which all contribute randomly to the resulting measurement. 

The detector of coherent radar-system generally measures the complex radar-brightness given by 

the amplitude and phase of the incident radiation.The raw-data is thus the output of the In-Phase 



and the Quadature channels of the receiver. With this data, several different images can be formed 

(fig 6.10) 

 

4) Wht is surface scattering? What are the main parameters influencing the scattered signal? 

 

If the penetration-depth of the wave into the second medium is only little, one speaks of surface-

scattering, since then scattering-effects take only place at the surface of the boundary. Natural 

surfaces which act primarily as surface-scatterers for waves at microwave-frquencies are water, soil 

and wet snow. 

To describe backscattering-properties of a surface one has to understand how the degree of 

roughness of a surface influences its backscattering behaviour. While for plane surfaces the angle of 

incident and reflected radiation with respect to the surface-normal are identical, for rough-surfaces 

this is no longer true, since the radiation will be partly absorbed, partly specular refelected and partly 

duffuse dispresed in all directions. The rougher the surface, the larger the diffusely scattered portion 

will be. The lagerger the difference of material properties (e.g. air ← → earth-surface), the stronger 

the scattered radiation will be (compared with the incedent radiation). 

For slightly rough surfaces it is generally divided into two components: 

 

 coherent scattering (specular direction) 

 incoherent scattering (other directions) 
 

fig. 6.13. 

 

For a side-looking radar for example, an ideally plane surface would result in no signal at all, sice the 

radiation is scattered away from the detector. 

 

Parameters: 

Roughness: 

For roughness, there are two parameters used to describe.  

 

 Standard-deviation of the surface height variation s (RMS-height) 

 correlation length l 
 



Whereas the RMS-height is just a measure of the total altitudes, the correlation length delivers 

information about the changing characteristics, weather the changes in height appear on a small or 

large spatial scale (steep or flat slopes). 

 

Roughness is always considered with respect to the wavelength. For longer wavelength a rough 

surface is rougher than for shorter wavelengths. 

 

Dielectric Effects: 

Based on empirical  and theoretical results surface-scattering models have been developed. And they 

basacally rely on functions of the permeability e, the incidence-angle theta and the roughness (s and 

l). (6-51). 

The function f(Theta, e) describes the dielectric effects. These effects vary a lot between different 

materials. However it can be observed that the reflectivity increases with the soil-moisture-content. 

 


